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Disposition

• Presentation of NGF Nature 
Energy

• The Danish history

• The Danish model of EERS

• How we handle EERS in NGF 
Nature Energy
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Overview utility sector Denmark

Energy in Denmark:

About 500 utilities 

420 district heating companies

70 electricity companies

3 gas companies

8 oil companies

NGF Nature Energy:

The 3rd largest gas company in Denmark

App. 40.000 costumers in the distribution net

Biogas production

About the Speaker:

25 years in the Danish energy sector

Master of Science in mechanical engineering

Bachelor of business economy 3



EERS - History in Denmark

• Started early ‘90

• Long history of strong political focus on energy efficiency

• EERS is the most important initiative in the Danish Energy Efficiency 
policy

• First energy-saving-target for the utility companies in 2005: Political 
Energy agreement

• EERS is based on a voluntary agreement – involving 4 sectors: 
- electricity, 
- district heating, 
- gas
- oil
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Increasing importance of the EERS in Danish 
energy policy

• Total energy 
consumption in 
Denmark: 241 TWh

• 2015 saving target is 
around 2 % of total 
energy consumption 
incl. transport

• 2015 saving target is 
around 3,7 % of total 
energy consumption 
excl. transport
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What’s in it for us? 

$
 Political goodwill

 Energy savings = avoided grid reinforcement

Green business is the future in DK – and we are part of it

 Consumer owned DSO’s = helping consumer/owner using energy 
in the most optimal way is a goal in itself.

 To put it short: “We want to service our customers and to capture 
more of the value related to energy usage”



The Danish model of EERS

• Large freedom to deliver savings, all end use sectors, not 
limited to own distribution area. 
– Focus on cost-efficiency – lowest cost for utilities

• Utilities can only count savings where they are directly or 
indirectly involved in the implementation

• Involvement includes consultancy, energy audits, 
subsidies, etc. 

• Agreement between distribution company and consumer 
must be in place before project implementation.

• Savings must be realized before they can be counted in 
the scheme.
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Basically a market for energy savings

DEMAND for EE

Energy saving target

SUPPLY of EE

Energy savings



How do we handle it……
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• The distribution companies are not allowed to do very much 
themselves (because distribution company is monopolist)

• Need to involve external actors/players

– Another company in the same group (NGF Nature Energy 
Trading company)

– Private engineering company or a plumber, construction 
company, etc. 

• There can be several links from the utility to the end-user

• We take care of legislation, rules, actors, documentation, audit

– Standard values

– Specific calculation 

– Market transformation



Energy savings, different technologies
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Energy savings, different costumers



Fulfilling the obligation
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Financing of activities

 A surplus to the regulated price cap

 Cover their actual costs

 2014 approx. 0,15 euro-cent (≈0,06฿)/kWh for electricity/gas

 Less than 1 % extra cost



Utilities costs 2014

– Average 5,6 Eurocents per kWh first year savings

– 0,56 Eurocent per kWh with an average lifetime on 10 
years

Companies Savings
Mio. kWh

Total costs
Mio. Euro

Cost 
EuroCents/kWh

Total 2.537 143 5,6

Cost 
EuroCents/
kWh

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

5,0 4,8 5,1 5,5 5,6



Lessons learned – NGF Nature Energy
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 A system with voluntary agreement gives us some benefits

 Ongoing process for questions and adjustments

 There can be continuity from one year to the next.

 The cheapest energy savings is made in the industry sector

 Therefor the households sometimes pays for savings in the industry 
sector. (cross subsidization)

 Our costumers like it – we are not just “another fancy salesman”

 Use the local actors/players: Carpenter, plumber, electricians.

 Start with your own energy species



Lessons learned - Denmark
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 It is a long-living concept – 10 years
 Best macroeconomic way of energy savings in Denmark
 It is cheaper to save energy, than to produce new energy (electricity)

 The many small utilities are an extra challenge. At least 300 of them are to 
small to handle it themselves.

 As the subsidies increases – so does the cheating
 Different regulation in the four energy-sectors
 The end user in the commercial sector is the most difficult costumers to 

“wake up for energy efficiency”

 The European countries do this EERS in different ways – and even with a 
Danish agreement for all the Danish utilities there is not just one right way 
to go.



Thank You for your 
attention
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